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Synergy of powers of the antimonopoly authority - the basis of the effectiveness of competition policy

- Antitrust regulation
- Tariff policy
- Policy in the field of public procurement, including public defense procurement
The procurement system is the engine of competition:

• Saving the state budget
• Fighting corruption
• Possibility of small and medium business development
• Openness and transparency of procurement procedures
Procurement for state and municipal needs

- State (municipal) bodies (including Authorities)
- Non-budgetary funds

Procurement by certain kinds of legal entities

- State corporations
- State companies
- Natural monopoly entities
- Joint-stock companies with state participation

Overall volume of purchase market in 2016 achieved approximately 30.0 billion RUBLES AND 25% OF GDP
ADVANTAGES OF 44-FZ

- Availability of all information about purchasing in a unified information system
- Electronic auctions
- Consideration of complaints within 5 working days, conducting
- Public control
- Regulation of the whole cycle of purchase: planning, acceptance, execution of the contract
- Prequalification in respect of specific purchasing, including construction works
- Average number of applications in 2016 is about 2.7, economy achieved 12%

Economy achieved 12%
PROCUREMENTS BY 44-FZ

44-FZ DETAILLY REGULATES ACTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS OF THE CONTRACT DURING EXECUTION OF PURCHASE

- NORMING+PLANNING
- DEFINITION OF SUPPLIER (CONTRACTOR, EXECUTOR)
- EXECUTION OF THE CONTRACT

- PUBLICATION OF ALL INFORMATION ON PURCHASES IN THE UNIFIED INFORMATION SYSTEM
- COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF PURCHASING METHODS
- COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF REQUIREMENTS TO THE PURCHASING PARTICIPANTS
- COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF COMPILATION OF APPLICATIONS

THE DRAFT LAW ON TRANSFER OF ALL PROCUREMENT TO ELECTRONIC FORM HAS BEEN PREPARED (ADOPTED BY FIRST READING BY SD RF ON 17.02.2015)
THE DRAFT LAW ON THE LIST OF PROCUREMENT METHODS AND ON DEFINITION OF THE LIST OF UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PLATFORMS ON WHICH THE PROCUREMENT WILL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 223-FZ AND 44-FZ HAS BEEN PREPARED (ADOPTED BY FIRST READING BY SD RF ON 15.09.2015)
FAS RUSSIA’S CONTROL (44-FZ)

DYNAMICS OF DOCUMENTS FLOW IN THE FAS RUSSIA

- Consideration of complaints within 5 working days
- Suspension of concluding of contract before consideration of complaint
- Control by 44-FZ
- Extraordinary inspections regardless of complaint
- Register of unfair suppliers
- Issue of obligatory order on elimination of violations

IN 2016, 45% OF COMPLAINTS WERE RECOGNIZED AS SUFFICIENT
THANK YOU!

- www.fas.gov.ru
- en.fas.gov.ru
- @rus.fas
- fas_rus
- rus_fas
- fas_rf (english)
- FASvideoTube
- FAS Russia
- fas_time
- fasrussia